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adobe premiere pro cs6 offers advanced video editing features for professional creators. one key feature is the ability to separate audio, visual and motion elements of a project into individual clips. this makes it much easier to tweak a single clip or build a quick multi-track effect. but, once you've mastered the basics and made a few short movies, it's time to unlock
features that can help you create unique projects and ultimately, share your work with others. for example, unlocking the ability to add titles, credits and social media sharing options lets you streamline your projects and create engaging videos that get shared easily. the program's interface is similar to other video editors, consisting of a timeline window and side panel of
panels where you place and add media. but premiere cs6 also has a timeline panel that's used for arranging shots within a clip and adjusting its playback speed. the one-click transitions between clips can make your editing job a lot easier. when you start premiere pro for the first time, it automatically creates a new standard project called 'untitled'. premiere pro provides

three templates for your initial editing project. with the blank project template, you will create a video where you'll add a custom soundtrack, and then apply some simple effects. adobe premiere pro's interface is divided into several views. the view on the left is the "project", where you see your project's entire timeline. the middle pane is the "edit" pane, where you see the
edits that you're making to your video. the right pane is the "thumbnails" view, where you see all the clip or media you've placed on the timeline.
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